No. EDN-H(2)B(2)1/2019- Pro-C&V(TET)
Directorate of Elementary Education
Himachal Pradesh, Shimla-1

*****

Dated: Shimla-1 the

To

All the Deputy Directors of Elementary Education,
Himachal Pradesh.
All the Principals of Govt. Sen. Sec. Schools in HP.
All the Headmasters of Govt. High Schools in HP.

Subject:- Regarding inclusion the names in TGT promotion panel amongst TET pass in-service C&V teachers Possessing B.A./B.Com./B.Sc.(NM/Med.) & B.Ed. degree as per R&P Rules for promotion as TGT in the year 2019.

Sir/Madam,

In continuation this Directorate letter of even number dated 26.02.2019 vide which you were directed to send the promotion cases of TET pass in-service C&V Teachers for promotion to the post of TGT cadre against 10% quota in 2019.

In this connection, you are hereby directed to send, also the promotion cases of those TET pass in-service C&V teachers who possess the requisite qualification of TGT and have completed five years regular service as C&V cadre up to **31.05.2019** on prescribed Proforma and submit the same to this Directorate on or before **30.06.2019** along with all relevant documents. Accordingly, final panel will be prepared at this Directorate. It may please be noted that no cases should be left out. In case any left out case is found in future the sole responsibility will be rest upon you.

This letter is available on the Departmental website of this Directorate i.e. [www.himachal.nic.in/eleedu](http://www.himachal.nic.in/eleedu). Individual concerned is directed to download the same from departmental website. No hard copy is being supplied to anyone.

DIRECTOR